We present a technique for developing a network of re-used features, where the topology is formed using a coarse learning method, that allows gradient-descent fine tuning, known as an Abstract Deep Network (ADN). New features are built based on observed co-occurrences, and the network is maintained using a selection process related to evolutionary algorithms. This allows coarse exploration of the problem space, effective for irregular domains, while gradient descent allows precise solutions. Accuracy on standard UCI and Protein-Structure Prediction problems is comparable with benchmark SVM and optimized GBML approaches, and shows scalability for addressing large problems. The discrete implementation is symbolic, allowing interpretability, while the continuous method using fine-tuning shows improved accuracy. The binary multiplexer problem is explored, as an irregular domain that does not support gradient descent learning, showing solution to the benchmark 135-bit problem. A convolutional implementation is demonstrated on image classification, showing an error-rate of 0.79% on the MNIST problem, without a pre-defined topology. The ADN system provides a method for developing a very sparse, deep feature topology, based on observed relationships between features, that is able to find solutions in irregular domains, and initialize a network prior to gradient descent learning.
Introduction
A goal of an artificial learner is to discover a model of its environment, that captures essential properties for its goals, and allows prediction of unseen attributes. Although shallow techniques can provide arbitrary accuracy with enough training examples and resources (Hecht-Nielsen, 1989) , the use of a deeper model, where intermediate features are found, allows structure in the environment to be captured, with advantages for efficiency and re-use (Bengio, 2009 ). Representations in the brain are commonly seen as having re-used elements in a deeper structure, for example in the visual cortex, where neurons responding to simple features are combined into increasingly complex structures (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968) . Abstract semantic concepts share similar properties, where activation of one concept can facilitate another, as a result of shared structures and connections (McNamara, 2005) . The use of re-used elements in the brain, is a demonstration of the effectiveness of this model for representing a large and diverse collection of features and objects, that can be recognized quickly in a wide range of environments.
Ideally, artificial learning should be able to capture information from a wide range of sources and modalities, identify common structure, both unsupervised and in a task-relevant way, and to integrate such information, including the contextual relationships between features. Traditional neural network approaches focus on highly localized mechanisms, such as gradient descent from reconstruction of a single layer, or from back-propagation of the output of a handful of classification units. These processes are important, however processes can be recognized in the brain that act on a larger scale, such as patterns observed in behavioural experiments, that give clues about broader-scale processes acting on larger populations of neurons. Examples include properties of how concepts are reinforced and accessed (Anderson et al., 2004) , how activation can pass between related concepts (McNamara, 2005) , and the manner in which context can influence the perception of parts (Bar, 2004) . The presence of re-used structures (the broader topic addressed in deep learning) can also be seen in behavioural studies, such as in patterns or chunks used by expert players of Go or Chess, where task-relevance of features is essential (Chase and Simon, 1973; Didierjean and Gobet, 2008 ). An emphasis on including features that are significant for discrimination is also addressed in studies of decision making (Gabaix, 2014) . These topics are typically studied independently, and offer very diverse perspectives, however address aspects of cognition with many common elements. A broader aim of the topic this study is exploring, is to identify common traits emerging from these diverse experiments, to aid in the design of artificial learning systems.
In this paper we present a novel learning system called the Abstract Deep Network (ADN), that develops a deep, re-used structure of features useful for artificial learning 1 . This is based on processes functionally related to evolutionary algorithms, such as selection acting on a 'population' of features, representative of processes acting on neurons at a broader scale. The internal connections (weights) of the ADN can either be discrete (fixed) or continuous, in which case they may be tuned by gradient descent. We show how the ADN system can construct a feature network able to find solutions in regular and irregular search spaces, developing features appropriate for the task at hand.
The paper is organized as follows: Deep learning neural networks and Learning Classifier Systems are reviewed in Sections 2 and 3. The Abstract Deep Network is described in its discrete and continuous form in Sections 4 and 5. The ADN system is then demonstrated on a wide variety of tasks including UCI classification and Protein Structure Prediction (Section 6), irregular binary multiplexer classification (Section 7) and image processing (Section 8) followed by concluding remarks in Section 9.
Deep learning neural networks
Deep neural networks are designed with the aim of capturing re-usable features, in a structure that allows re-combination of discovered elements. One important method is the use of layer-wise pretraining, where a layer of simple features is discovered using unsupervised learning from the observed data, and subsequent layers capture more complex structures, based on the statistical relationships of features in the lower level (Erhan et al., 2010) . For a given observation each subsequent layer refines the activity of a previous layer, using a learned set of statistics to encourage or discourage patterns of features according to prior observations, when the network is viewed from the perspective of attempting to reconstruct an observed input. The features that are discovered are recurring structures in the input data, that are useful for allowing an observation to be reconstructed, independent of other tasks and objectives of the system.
Another common and successful approach in deep neural networks is convolutional networks (LeCun et al., 1998) , that are constructed with a fixed topology, commonly using layers of tuning, pooling, con-trast normalization and rectification functions. The topology borrows from properties of cortical structures, and can be very effective for identifying visual features with a degree of scale, translation and lighting invariance. The topology used is a key aspect of their success, as the use of a specific topology, even with randomly constructed weights, can achieve near-benchmark performance (Jarrett et al., 2009) . Visual processing can be considered a specialized domain, and dedicated networks are present in mammalian brains, however such approaches do not necessarily provide a general learning technique, that allows capturing structure and relating common features in a more general way.
Learning Classifier Systems
Learning Classifier Systems are a family of evolutionary methods, based on a population of classifiers that each relate sections of the feature space with a classification and a measure of accuracy, and typically explore new solutions using Genetic Algorithms (Holland et al., 2000) . In Michigan-style systems, each classifier responds to a region of the feature space, which may be large or small, and for each observation multiple classifiers will offer predictions, with varying degrees of accuracy.
In this way the population describes a number of generalized and specialized interpretations of the feature space. A general rule offers a prediction for a large space with possibly limited accuracy, while specialized rules may offer more accurate predictions for specific regions, that can refine more general predictions. The relationship between classifiers is not necessarily based on subsumption, and varying degrees of overlap may occur. Appropriate integration of the predictions of different rules matching a given observation is non-trivial, and is typically addressed as a weighted average. The use of general and specialized predictions is loosely related to 'levels of processing' in cognitive studies, where an object such as a robin can be interpreted at the basic level as a 'bird', or at a more specific level as a 'robin', with the identification at different levels occurring in parallel (Scott et al., 2006) . In Learning Classifier Systems multiple interpretations may be active at once, with each responding to a set of observed features independently. LCS, like other evolutionary systems, are effective at finding a good solution in highly irregular environments. They have shown success on problems such as Protein Structure Prediction , robotic control (Butz and Herbort, 2008) , medical diagnosis (Llorà et al., 2007) , and on artificial tasks where gradient descent does not allow discovery of the solution (Iqbal et al., 2012) . The classification features that are discovered are task-focused, based on the ability to discriminate between classes and improve the overall accuracy of the system. As a further advantage LCS systems provide interpretable solutions, however they are often not as able to identify precise solutions as gradient descent methods like artificial neural networks.
Important features of the environment are captured in classifiers, as a description of the region of interest the classifier responds to. The Genetic Algorithm allows recombination, and preserves significant feature descriptions, which are stored redundantly in multiple classifiers in the system. Significant features in the genetic code are known as building blocks (Goldberg, 2002) , and it is preferable for these blocks to be preserved by the crossover mechanism, however they are not typically defined explicitly. This places limitations on the ability to recombine significant features, as the encoding limits independence and sparsity.
Abstract Deep Network Design
The Abstract Deep Network (ADN) system we present shares a number of properties with Learning Classifier Systems, using a population based method to develop a hierarchical network of re-used features. Each feature responds to a particular region of the input space, ranging from very general at the shallowest (atomic) level to highly specific at deeper levels. All features are connected by continuous weights to a final output layer, used for classification. In the Discrete version of ADN, the internal weights remain fixed and only the weights in the final (output) layer can be tuned. In the Continuous version (described in Section 5) the internal weights can also be tuned, by gradient descent, in a manner comparable with artificial neural networks. Figure 1 provides an overview of the structure of the feature network. 
Feature population
At the most basic level, an atomic ADN feature is an element that can be related directly with an observation. For example, it might correspond to a certain discrete (binary or categorical) input attribute having a specific value, or it might indicate that a continuous input attribute satisfies a certain inequality. Composite (parent) features are constructed as combinations of existing (child) features, which may be either atomic or existing composite features. In the current ADN implementation each parent node is a conjunction (logical 'and') of two constituent child nodes. The final output of the system is a linear combination these conjunctive features (and can therefore be seen as a kind of generalized Disjunctive Normal Form).
LCS classifiers are based on a relationship between a feature description, a classification (or action), and a measure of accuracy. In contrast ADN features, which respond to certain aspects of the input space, are defined independently of classifications, and relationships are maintained between each feature and multiple (or no) classifications, as a result of network connections.
Features can be interpreted as LCS classifiers, through the combination of child elements and connected classifications, and as such the structure can be considered as an alternative encoding of the recombination of various building blocks. Figure 2 describes the relationship between a number of LCS classifiers and an equivalent encoding based on re-used features in ADN. An essential difference between the encoding used in ADN and building blocks in Genetic Algorithms, is that feature representations are independent, providing a sparse representation that allows explicit re-use and recombination of features. The use of 'and' operations for composite features results in a network of incrementally specialized features. Low level features have few constraints, and respond to large regions of the space, acting as general classifiers. Higher level features that combine a number of elements are more constrained in their response, providing specialized interpretation. Through combination of different child elements, responses to various regions can be defined.
Candidate 'and' relationships can be identified from observed co-occurrences of features. Meaningful 'or' relationships are more difficult to identify through local operations, as individual instances are not indicative of significant disjunctions, and it is likely that retrospective analysis of some kind is necessary to identify meaningful 'or' relationships.
There may be benefits with the use of alternative operations, such as the use of 'or' features to allow generalizations (Si and Zhu, 2013) , however for the purpose of this study a population based on 'and' relationships is used. This has been shown to have advantages in restricting the search of parent elements, and no advantage has been shown with the use of additional operators on the problems examined. On logic problems, the use of a network of 'and' operations can be considered related to Disjunctive Normal Form (depending on the response function developed by the classification layer). Using this approach, low level features respond to large regions of the state space, while higher level features define increasingly specialized regions, based on the conjunction of lower level elements, that capture the intersection of the regions defined by each child element. It is possible to arbitrarily divide the feature space using this approach. Whether this provides an efficient way of representing the feature space depends on the problem domain. It is possible to construct problems where this representation would be inefficient, however in practise it has proved to be an effective method for feature description.
Classification relationships
The relationship between features and classes is based on logistic or softmax regression, similar to the top layer commonly used in artificial neural networks, in contrast to the weighted average common to LCS systems such as XCS (Wilson, 1995) . The methods are related, each is used to balance the interpretations provided from a number of active features or classifiers. In XCS each classifier defines an independent probability value for the accuracy of classification, while in an ADN the weight value between each feature and classification node is defined through gradient descent, and is interdependent on the weights of other co-active features. For a two-class problem a single weighted edge is used between each feature and the output node, where the weight value represents the significance of an active feature for classification. This mechanism allows accurate, significant features to supersede more general ones.
In LCS, each classifier relates a particular classification with a given region of the feature space. This can be considered a sparse representation between features and classes, as a number of regions of interest are defined, and each classifier relates a region with one classification. In the ADN system features are handled separately as a population, and a complete set of connections between features and classifications is used. This allows the development of the feature population to take place independently, without an additional selection process for choosing particular relationships between features and classes. The number of connections between features and classes has been found to be manageable in most cases, however an additional process to allow a sparse set of connections between features and classes is described in Section 6.1.
Weights between features and classes are initially set to zero, and are modified through gradient descent learning (Haykin, 2009) . From the activations of the classification nodes, and the target activations, weights are adjusted according to the derivative of the error function. Bias values are used for each classification node.
It is not necessary to use random weights, the purpose of such weight initialization is typically to break symmetry, and as features are constructed with a semantic basis, difficulties with symmetry generally do not arise. Use of initially zero weights is helpful in a dynamic population, as it allows new features to be introduced in a manner with initially zero interference with the existing network, and influence of the feature is introduced gradually through learning, based on the relative contribution of the feature compared with the existing population.
Activation
The use of conjunction relationships to define features, in a network of re-used elements of increasing specialization, is efficient for activating relevant features. For an observation, examination takes place in a bottom-up pass, that only continues through features that have been activated, discontinuing search of all parents of an inactive feature. One of the most expensive operations for LCS systems is to identify the classifiers that match the current observation, and this operation is considered one of the limiting factors of existing designs. The design of the ADN feature network and method of activation addresses this challenge, as activation of a feature only needs to take place once, instead of being repeated for each redundant copy, and only a limited section of the network is examined.
'or' relationships have not been used, the introduction of such relationships greatly increases the number of active features for a given pass. If further complex operators are used, such as inverse relationships between features, a complete search of the feature network would be required. When soft operations are used rather than logical relationships, for example when the system is operating as an artificial neural network as described in Section 5, a complete bottom-up pass of the network is necessary.
Creation and selection
The feature network is dynamic, new features are routinely added to the network, and weaker features are removed to bound the size of the population. After an observation is made a number of existing features will be active. For each observed instance, new features are created with a fixed probability, with a slight bias towards creating new features more frequently after failed classifications (about 75% vs 25% ratio). New atomic features are created that match the input, for example the value of the n th attribute being greater or equal to the current value, and new composite features are constructed using a random set of active features as children. In this way new features are constructed based on observed co-occurrences.
When a new feature is added, a number of existing features are examined to test if an identical feature exists. From the child features used to construct the new feature, only the existing next-level (parent 2 ) features are examined to check for duplicates.
Many LCS systems use biased selection of classifiers, in order to construct new rules based on the most 'fit' rules, encouraging the re-use of successful elements. For simplicity, in the following experiments no weighting has been used in the selection of child features, each is chosen with equal probability. From the set of chosen features, typically using only two child elements, a new composite element is constructed.
To maintain a bounded size population, at a regular interval features are removed. The value used for selection (equivalent to 'fitness'), is based on the norm of the classification weights, taking into account the value of all parents of a given feature. This measure reflects the significance of each feature for classification, such that features are removed that have the least influence on classification. The selection measure is determined as follows:
2. The term parent is used to refer to a higher level node in the tree connected to a lower child node, although the term can be misleading as the tree is constructed from bottom to top, and as such 'children' are present before 'parents'.
where f n is the selection value for feature n, and W n is the set of weights between feature n and the classification nodes. The L 1 norm of the classification weights has been used for simplicity.
Continuous Network with Gradient Descent
The feature network as described in Section 4 follows a strictly logical design, where elements provide binary match responses at the atomic level, and subsequent evaluations are conducted in a discrete manner (until the classification layer, where real-valued interpretations are used). The system can alternatively be viewed as a continuous (neural) network, and the weights at all levels of the network can be tuned through gradient descent.
Two continuous system designs are presented. The first is based on the point-feature design (Section 6), where data attributes are either real-valued or from nominal sets, and atomic features respond as ≤ or ≥ for real attributes, and = for nominal attributes. Composite features respond according to the conjunction of child activations. The first gradient descent design provides a continuous implementation of the logical (discrete) design. This allows a logical system to be implemented, which allows fast training and produces interpretable rules, and subsequently fine-tuned as a continuous system. Alternatively the population learning technique can act in tandem with the gradient descent learning, providing influences on learning from different perspectives, where the population learning alters the topology based on coarse learning principles, while gradient descent provides fine-tuning adjustment of weights. Note that as a continuous system, interpretability of rules is no longer possible, other than as a real-valued network.
The second continuous design is independent of the logical system. Features are initialized using random weights, and are modified such that newly created features respond as matching the current observation. Matching is defined according to a threshold, so each feature has a continuous activation value, and a discrete match value. Composite features are defined using a soft-and function, and initialized such that the feature matches according to the activation of its child elements.
Both of these approaches are distinct from the method used by NEAT (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) and other forms of evolutionary development of neural networks. NEAT is an evolutionary approach for construction of a neural network topology using Genetic Algorithms, where each member in the population is a complete network, and refinement takes place by selection over multiple independent networks. In contrast, our method is based on a population of features, where each is independently selected for usefulness according to local rules, and new features in the population are constructed based on combinations of existing features.
Soft-logic gradient descent (first method)
Capturing the logical design using a soft representation is performed using a soft-boundary response, where each atom is implemented using a sigmoid (tanh) activation function, and the parameters are chosen to approximately capture a definition such as '≥ 3.2'. The soft margin is specified as a hyper-parameter, and should approximately reflect the expected margin between values of a given attribute (after normalization).
Parameters of an atom feature using a tanh activation function are initialized as follows:
where t is the activation threshold that defines the feature as matching, b is the threshold buffer, v is the boundary attribute value, w 1 is the weight value responding to the input attribute and w 0 is the bias value of the unit. To represent the function '≥ 0.5' with a margin 0.1, set v = 0.5 and b = 0.1. This is shown in Figure 3 . Negative ranges are captured as: Responses for nominal attributes are defined as binary matches, such that the atom responds as matching if a specific attribute value is observed.
The activation function of composite features is defined as a soft-and, based on child activations, as follows:
where t is the activation threshold, n is the number of child elements of this composite and w 1...n are the child weights of the composite.
Randomly initialized gradient descent (second method)
The second method is based on the definition of feature responses using randomized weights. It does not attempt to capture a relationship with a logical function, and as such allows a greater variety of function definitions, without the ability to maintain a connection with a logical, interpretable function.
Each atom may have a number of child weights, each responding to a given input attribute, which are initialized using a random weight value. At the time of creation, the weights are adjusted such that the feature provides a positive response for the given input. This is performed using gradient descent according to the output of the feature, until the activation is above the match threshold. Composite features are initialized in the same manner. Ensuring new features provide a positive match value allows the system to operate using the creation and selection methods described previously.
Training procedures
Several approaches can be used for training. The feature network can be implemented as either discrete or continuous, training can take place on just the classification layer or with gradient descent throughout the network, and this can operate with or without the population creation and selection mechanism being active.
The simplest approach is using a discrete feature network, with a dynamic population such that features are added and removed, and performing training on weights between the features and classification nodes.
Using a continuous feature network, the simplest design is to allow continuous activation throughout the network, and perform gradient descent through both the classification layer, through composite features, and on the atomic features. This approach is slower, as it requires passing activation through the entire network, and subsequently passing gradient descent updates through the network as well.
Alternative training methods can also be used. Using the soft-logic method, the network can be initially constructed and trained as a discrete network, which can operate faster as selective activation occurs through only active features, and deeper gradient descent is not used. At a subsequent stage, the network is operated as continuous, using full bottom-up and top-down passes. For fine-tuning it is possible to disable population dynamics (the coarse learning method), and only operate gradient descent on the fixed topology.
Using the randomly initialized network, it is also possible to use a coarse learning process, and performing initial training only on active features (training only the classification layer, and a dynamic population), before using a full bottom-up and top-down pass, with or without the dynamic population to alter the topology. It is not recommended to use full gradient descent with only selective bottom-up activation, as the gradient descent will only act to decrease feature activity.
Acting as a discrete network, and only exploring active features, can significantly save time per training instance, however leads to a different exploration of solutions than when using a full gradient descent approach. The appropriate method to use will depend on the problem being addressed.
Cognitive connections
The design of ADN is largely based on properties seen in studies of cognition, with a number of refinements for practical reasons that diverge from comparable cognitive models. Knittel (2013) provides a more detailed description of the cognitive processes used as a motivation for this design, describing a broader model that includes a number of bottom-up, top-down and associative interactions.
Logistic (/logit) and softmax regression are established models of decision making in human cognition, based on examining the decisions made by people based on observed features (Hensher et al., 2005; Daw et al., 2006) . Other models of decision making describe the use of sparse selection of features to form decisions, using an operation more closely related to Lasso regression (Gabaix, 2014) .
The original motivation for the method of maintaining a population of features in ADN was based on the reinforcement of memory traces, that are reinforced through use, and decay with time or competition, as described in models such as ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2004) . The method described in this paper, based on the magnitude of weights of parent features developed through regression, places more emphasis on the role of features in influencing decisions than on reinforcement through use. This feature selection approach, and the method of selecting sparse weights, has been chosen for pragmatic reasons, and can be considered more closely related to models of selective feature influence such as (Gabaix, 2014) than reinforcement-based models.
New features in our system are developed based on observed co-occurrences of existing features, an important factor in associative relationships (McNamara, 2005) , and Hebbian learning at the local scale (O'Reilly, 1998). These are typically described as direct connections between concepts or stimuli, and examined in terms of priming effects between the stimuli, however the use of association between terms to define a relationship, that is captured as a separate concept, is consistent with these processes.
The LCS-based design uses a set of independent overlapping classifiers, where a population contains general representations as well as specializations that provide refinements for particular examples. This is related to cognitive basic level and subordinate categorization, such as a 'bird' and a 'penguin', where a specialized category captures specific properties that are different from the general class (Tanaka, 2001) , and recognizing general or special classes occurs fairly independently (Scott et al., 2006) .
The structure of the feature network shares some common properties with visual and semantic models. The use of incrementally selective features capturing more complex structure is related to networks of simple cells, and if 'or' operations are introduced there are similarities with the stages of specialization and generalization seen in simple/complex cell networks (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2002) . Re-use of shared features is also seen in models of semantic cognition (Hutchison, 2003) , which provide further details of associative relationships between concepts and features. These associative properties are useful for identifying contextual influences, although such priming effects are not included in the presented design.
The amalgamation of these properties does not represent an integrated cognitive 'model', however identifying connections between the way the learner operates and behaviours that can be observed in cognitive studies allow information to be exchanged. For example when faced with questions about how a particular process should operate, it is possible to examine what is known about the physical property and what clues are available about how it operates, and to capture those properties in the artificial learner. As a corollary, questions may be raised about how a process should take place, such as whether consistent, moderate activation of all the parts of an object is more or less important than strong activation of some parts with weak (or no) activation of others. If these questions are not satisfied by existing cognitive studies, they can also provide motivation for experiments that would be useful to conduct.
Capturing properties of these processes and maintaining connections is one of the motivations of the design of the ADN learner, following the integrated design described in (Knittel, 2013) .
UCI and Protein Structure Prediction datasets
In the first set of experiments, we examine the behaviour of the ADN system on a variety of datasets from the UCI collection (Bache and Lichman, 2013) , and Protein Structure Prediction (Stout et al., 2008) . These datasets use a mix of nominal and real valued attributes, and are the medium and large (and some small) datasets examined previously in (Franco et al., 2013) . Table 1 Table 1 : Properties of datasets examined. Attributes describe the total number, followed by the number of discrete (nominal) and real-valued attributes.
GAssist (Bacardit, 2004) and BioHEL are Genetics-based Machine Learning (GBML) systems that have been successful for addressing protein-structure prediction and a range of other domains. GAssist is a form of Learning Classifier System, using the Pittsburgh approach where the Genetic Algorithm operates over a full set of classifiers, rather than acting on individual classifiers as used in Michigan systems (Holland et al., 2000) . BioHEL uses Iterative Rule Learning (IRL), another form of GBML. Both systems use specialized operations such as smart initialization and efficiency enhancement, and as such use a more complex design than the base LCS or IRL systems, however the specialization is not considered domain specific. These refinements allow the systems to be scalable and operate on more complex problems than the base designs. Franco et al. (2013) examined these systems on the following UCI and PSP datasets (and others), along with comparisons with state of the art systems such as Support Vector Machines.
Testing of our system has been performed using 10-fold leave-one-out cross-validation. Minimal parameter exploration per problem has been used, on some problems the number of features used has been varied, for example decreasing the amount when over-fitting is seen. A scheduled learning rate has been used, starting with an initial rate of 0.1 and decreasing as a multiple of 0.95-0.98 each epoch.
The kdd problem uses a large number of classes (23), which leads to slow performance due to the number of connections between features and class units. For efficiency a sparse set of connections between features and classes has been used, limiting the number to 1000, described further in Section 6.1. Results are presented in Table of results of comparison systems with the discrete ADN system, and the randomlyinitialized (GD-R) and soft-logic (GD-S) gradient descent ADN systems.
The BioHEL and GAssist methods are specialized systems that incorporate optimizations, as a modification from the base learning algorithm used, allowing them to efficiently address large and complex datasets. A further advantage of these systems is that they provide interpretable results, where the classification rules are presented in a readable format, allowing the decision process used to be understood, in contrast to black-box methods such as SVMs and ANNs. The BioHEL and GAssist systems operate using an ensemble for each test, while for each cross-validation test our system is examined as an isolated learner.
The results produced by ADN are close to the best results on all datasets, and on a number of measures produce the highest accuracy. The ADN system is presented in a minimal form, based on a simple algorithm design without specialized refinements, and without the use of ensembles.
As such the ability to produce comparable results with these state of the art systems, and provide consistent high quality results on a wide range of datasets, is significant.
The gradient descent based methods, using soft-logic and random initialization, performed notably better than the discrete method on the SS1, sat, wav and SA6 problems, and showed the highest or near-highest accuracy overall on these problems. In contrast, on the c-4 and adult problems the discrete method was better, and on the parity-multiplexer problem (pmx) the gradient descent methods failed to learn at all. This class of problem is examined further in Section 7. On this problem the gradient descent adjustments interfere with learning, and the population-based methods are more successful. It is possible to employ a sequential learning approach, using discrete learning prior to gradient-based fine-tuning (see Section 5.3), however no advantage is expected with gradient learning on this problem.
The differences in learning behaviour indicate that gradient-based learning only provides advantages on some domains. In general the Soft-logic and Random initialization methods perform well regardless, and implement a coarse population-based learning method alongside the gradient descent learning, however on specific problems (pmx) the gradient can interfere with learning. Table 3 presents the run-time for reaching the above degree of accuracy on a number of problems, in comparison with the run-time of the systems examined in (Franco et al., 2013) . This has been conducted single-threaded on a 2009 model W3550 Bloomfield Xeon processor, roughly comparable with previous results. In general runs have been conducted to produce good accuracy within an acceptable time-frame, rather than to emphasize short run-time. Table 3 : Timing of the various systems on the different datasets. The significant variation in relative timing of the ADN system is due to the choice of schedule, relative performance with time is shown in Figure 4 .
SVM
These results show some degree of variation, the ADN system took longer on some problems and was faster on others, but overall was able to scale well to the larger problems. One reason for the variation is based on choices of the amount of time to spend training, which was set a priori, and a long time frame was often used with a diminishing learning rate, to remove variation in test set accuracy for each run (an alternative is to use an ensemble of much shorter runs). The learning profile is asymptotic and the accuracy level reached is dependent on the amount of time per run, a level with slightly decreased overall accuracy was able to be reached with significantly less time. The average relative performance with time is shown in Figure 4 , indicating a good solution was found very quickly, and further time was used to give a slight increase in the accuracy. The test set performance showed a fair amount of variation per epoch in early training in many cases (Figure 5 ), in the relative performance chart this variation has been cancelled out by averaging. The datasets that showed the better timing results were the protein-structure related problems, likely as less variation in test set performance was seen and a shorter schedule could be used. The pmx problem required Figure 5: Variation in test accuracy with training, for 10 cross-validation folds of the GD-R learner on the SA6 data set. The decreasing learning rate schedule allows stability.
the longest time, taking several days to find a solution, possibly due to an inefficient representation, and limitations of the simple random method used for constructing new features. The gradientdescent methods required more time than the discrete method. Full gradient-descent has been used each instance, and it is possible to speed-up training by running as the discrete method prior to find-tuning, as described in Section 5.3. The ADN system is examined in its basic form, without the use of optimizations used in more specialized systems, and without the use of ensemble techniques. This demonstrates good scalability of the base learning technique to address large problems. The distribution of the depth of the feature network developed for each problem is shown in Figure 6 . On problems such as SA6 and CN the feature network has been developed with a shallow topology, indicating selective preference for features with few constraining attributes. As most features have depth 3 or less, this indicates preference for features with 8 or fewer attributes 3 . On the pmx problem most features are at depth 3 or higher, which is reflective of the problem. The pmx problem combines a 3-bit parity operation with a 6-bit multiplexer, as described in Section 7, which requires a minimum depth of about 3 (using 2 children at each level) to allow discrimination. On the pen and sat problems the system produced a feature topology with average depth of about 8 and 11, indicating more constrained and specialized features, captured in a larger and more complex network, were useful for finding a solution. This demonstrates the flexibility of the system to discover an appropriate arrangement of features for the domain being explored.
Common parameters used in these experiments are shown in Table 4 .
Sparse feature-class connections
When a large number of output classes are used with a large number of features, the number of feature-class connections can become impractical (n × c). 
Optional methods
Mini-batch size 1 Mini-batch learning is common in neural networks, and acts to average updates over a number of instances. This is useful on problems such as wav and SA6, however increases learning times and reduces accuracy significantly for others such as binary problems. Sparse out-weight limit 0 If used, places a limit on the number of weights between features and classifications. Min out-weight depth 0 It can be useful to restrict feature-classification weights to a minimum depth, if it is known that low level relationships are not useful.
Gradient descent specific
Match threshold 0.5 Activation value of units to consider as matching (tanh example). Activation function tanh Activation buffer 0.1 For soft-logic method (see description). This value depends on the range of attribute values (with normalizing). turing a sparse relationship between features and classes, by creating and removing feature-class connections in a similar manner to the population methods used for maintaining features.
At each time step a new connection is created between a random active feature and a random class, with a fixed probability or if the number of feature-class weights is less than the limit. A slight weighting has been introduced, where the weight of choosing a class is proportional to the magnitude of the current delta value for the class (between the current and desired output), to encourage creation of connections for poorly addressed classes.
Using the same interval for removal as the feature population, classification weights are removed with a selection value ('fitness') based on the magnitude of the weight, such that those with low influence are removed.
Irregular binary classification problems and transfer learning
A common problem for testing the performance of Learning Classifier and other GBML systems is the binary multiplexer problem, along with a number of related binary datasets. These problems have been chosen as they have a number of difficult properties, they are multi-modal and epistatic, and gradient descent learning is not effective (Iqbal et al., 2012) . Unsupervised learning cannot be performed as the input is unstructured. Evolutionary techniques are able to explore the search space in a manner that reliably discovers a good solution, and are able to discover generalizable properties. The process of recombining elements of partial solutions, with preference for those with high utility, can be effective for exploring this irregular problem space.
The multiplexer problem is defined using a set of address bits and a set of data bits, where the solution is given as the data bit specified by the address encoding. For example the six-bit problem uses two address bits and four data bits, as shown in Figure 7 . The n-bit multiplexer problem is based on n = k + 2 k bits, where k is the number of address bits, and has one bit as the classification class. The most successful results on this problem have been demonstrated with Michigan style LCS, such as those based on the XCS design (Wilson, 1995) . Butz et al. (2004) addressed the problem using a form of re-used structure, that develops a decision tree for classification, able to solve the 11-bit problem. Standard XCS has been shown to solve problems up to size 70-bit. Specialized designs have solved the 135-bit problem, and are considered to be the state of the art. The use of a stepped reward function (Butz, 2005) has demonstrated the ability to solve the 135-bit problem, as has XCSCFC (Iqbal et al., 2012) , a method based on XCS with re-use of code fragments, without the use of stepped rewards.
Training on the multiplexer problem was conducted with ADN on problem sizes 6, 11, 20, 37, 70 and 135. A specific transfer learning operation was introduced, as used with XCSCFC, to allow re-use of features between problems, described further in Section 7.3. This demonstrated solutions on each of the above problems, for the larger problems the results are asymptotic, and as such the solution level has been chosen as 0.995.
In many LCS systems comparison of results is shown based on the number of instances to reach a solution. XCSCFC required 500k instances to solve the 70-bit problem, and 2 × 10 6 instances to solve the 135-bit problem. Our ADN system required a larger number of instances to reach a solution, 9 × 10 6 instances for the 70-bit problem, and 5 × 10 7 instances for the 135-bit problem, however requiring significantly less time per instance, such that the overall time is about the same, of about a week training. Variations in training instances reflects differences in implementation, partly due to the use of numerous small updates to perform logistic regression learning, on a smaller network of features.
Comparison with XCS
XCS maintains a population of classifiers using accuracy of prediction for selection (fitness). ADN is not derived from XCS, however there are design elements that can be compared, as ADN is related to Michigan style classifier systems. In the following description only the discrete (logical) form of ADN is considered. Activation: When tested against an instance, XCS forms a set of matching classifiers. In a similar way ADN identifies a set of matching features. XCS determines an action (classification) based on the weighted average of the active classifiers predicting each class, while ADN determines classification based on a forward pass of the logistic/softmax classification layer.
Creation: In XCS new classifiers are created through a covering operation, and through a detailed Genetic Algorithm operation, which selects classifiers according to fitness, constructs children with crossover, and introduces mutations. Subsumption relationships are tested, by examining if classifiers are generalizations of other classifiers. In the ADN design, new features are constructed with a fixed probability each time step. New atoms are constructed based on a random attribute, and new composites are constructed from a random set of n (typically 2) existing features, without weighting. When adding features, a number of existing features are compared for identity.
Removal: Removal of classifiers in XCS is based on accuracy of prediction, with further steps taken to preserve the number of classifiers in each niche. In ADN a value is determined for each feature based on the max of the norm of parent weights, and removal of the low valued features occurs after a fixed number of time steps.
Based on the algorithmic description of XCS in (Butz and Wilson, 2001) , in general ADN appears to have lower design complexity than XCS.
Comparison with XCSCFC
XCSCFC (Iqbal et al., 2012) describes another approach for the re-use of elements to define learning rules. This approach is described in terms of Genetic Programming, where trees are constructed for classification that combine terminal symbols with logical operators such as ('and' , 'or' , 'nand' and 'nor'), or numeric operators (+, −, / and ×). A population of such trees are maintained, and recombinations of existing code fragments are used to construct new rules.
XCSCFC uses a population of classifiers, each composed of a fixed number of code fragments, where each code fragment is a binary tree of at most depth two. The classifier matches if all code fragments match, effectively acting as an 'and' operation on the set of code fragments. As such, a classifier based on six code fragments describes a tree of up to 43 nodes, each node either an operator or terminal symbol.
The operation of XCSCFC is based on XCS, with a number of modifications to the crossover and subsumption procedures, and it does examine classifiers for equality and relative generality. Generality is not examined in ADN as subsumption procedures are not used.
The code fragments and tree structures in XCSCFC can be considered as related to the feature network of ADN. In the implementation of ADN used on the 135-bit problem, 10,000 composite features are used, and 270 atomic features, as well as 10,000 classification weights between composite features and the classification unit. This is effectively a tree of 5,270 nodes. In XCSCFC 33 code fragments are used for each classifier, and there are 50,000 classifiers in the population. Although optimizations may be used, the design implies that code fragments are encoded redundantly, in other words a common fragment that is present in multiple classifiers is represented multiple times, and must be activated independently for each classifier. The density of code fragments is not specified, however the maximum network size of such a population is ((33 × 7) + 1) × 50, 000 nodes, and due to the creation process the minimum is presumably 34 × 50, 000 nodes. The trees are not directly comparable, however the relative number of nodes used is an indication of the design differences, and the differences in relative time required to examine each instance. Repetition of code fragments would be present in the GA-based design, while in ADN re-used features occur singularly and are linked with new features to produce new combinations.
Transfer learning between problems
One of the advantages of using re-used features, is the ability to discover aspects of one problem, and apply them to a second problem in a manner that improves learning. On the multiplexer task a specific procedure has been described in (Iqbal et al., 2012) to carry features from one problem to another, this operation has also been applied with ADN on the multiplexer problem to allow comparison. Learning is first conducted on the small 6-bit problem, and after training is finished the most successful classifiers or features in the population are preserved in a set of kept features. Training is then performed on the next level problem (11-bits), features in the kept set are tested for activation each instance, and when creating a new feature, child features are chosen from the kept set with probability 0.5, reflecting a procedure described in (Banzhaf et al., 1998) .
While the two systems both address methods for constructing learning rules based on re-used elements, there are differences both in design and the learning approach used. In XCSCFC, learning is shown to be more successful when a larger number of code fragments per classifier is used. In general the density of representation is much higher than in that used in the ADN experiments. A higher number of code fragments, and representation density, implies a more specialized representation per classifier, in other words using a greater number of constraining variables. Increasing the representation density in ADN did not show improvements, and in general a lower number of constraining variables is used. This appears to imply a different search strategy, emphasizing different degrees of feature/rule specialization.
Specialized features in ADN are constructed as combinations of more general features, incrementally adding constraints, however this does not necessarily imply a general to special search strategy must be used. Specialized features can be developed early on by creating multiple features at a time, for example constructing a random arrangement of features where the highest level features are based on a large number of constraining attributes. In this way specialized features can be captured early, and more generalized features identified as useful lower level elements that provide similar accuracy, implementing a special to general search strategy.
There may be advantages in using a more complex representation, such as the use of additional Genetic Programming operators and more varied methods for creation of new rules as used in XC-SCFC, however the simpler representation has been chosen for consistency with the approach used on the other problems. A large number of training instances was needed to find an accurate result on the larger problems. This is a result of the simple creation method used, where new features are constructed from random combinations of existing active features. The presence of composite features, as useful building blocks, helps to improve the probability of creating useful new features, however on problems such as the 135-bit classifier where many irrelevant features are present, the random creation method requires a lot of exploration to find a good solution.
The ADN implementation on the multiplexer problem is based on the same design used in the experiments in Section 6, with the introduction of the transfer learning approach to allow comparison. The ability to address the difficult and irregular multiplexer problem is supportive of the general applicability of the design.
Image classification with gradient descent
The UCI, Protein Structure datasets and binary problems are domains that are successfully addressed by GBML systems. On other areas such as image classification gradient descent methods are more successful, and these problems are often not well addressed by evolutionary systems. This area is explored with our ADN system, to examine advantages of including a coarse, populationbased search strategy alongside gradient descent learning.
A common benchmark problem is the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits. This problem has been well addressed by artificial neural network methods, including deep learning methods, such as convolutional approaches (LeCun et al., 1998) , Restricted Boltzmann Machine-based methods using Dropout , and other combinations of approaches including the use of DropConnect (Wan et al., 2013) . Approaches using GBML techniques have been used (Kukenys et al., 2011) , however they have not captured the same degree of precision seen in gradient descent methods.
Convolutional implementation
In the design presented in Section 5, features are considered to either match or not, and in the previously described examples atomic features are bound to a single input attribute. Some of the most successful artificial neural network implementations are based on a convolutional design, where a feature can match in multiple positions, described as using shared weights to provide responses in different locations.
In existing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) designs, the topology of the network is predefined, and studies of vision-specific CNNs have shown that the choice of topology is a critical aspect of performance. The use of absolute value rectification, local contrast normalization and average pooling is significant for allowing successful operation (Jarrett et al., 2009 ), and such a structure allows top-level results regardless of the method used for developing features. This occurs to the extent that the use of random features within the given topological structure provides high level results comparable to those with more sophisticated features.
In this experiment we will examine the use of our Abstract Deep Network system for developing a network topology in a self-organizing manner, using a convolutional structure. The network is developed using the coarse population-based method to construct the feature network, while gradient descent allows a finer level of learning than that based on the population method alone. Specific functions such as local contrast normalization and average pooling are not used.
Network structure
The key difference between the convolutional and basic design of ADN, is that each feature can be tested for a match in multiple positions, and as such activation values are presented as a map rather than a single activation value. An assumption of the dimensionality of input is used, and each atomic feature is constructed to respond to a rectangular region rather than a single attribute. The structure of the network is given in Figure 8. 
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3. 4. 5. 6. Weights of new atomic features are created according to an observed region, and are chosen such that the response of the feature to the observation matches a constant value k, by initializing weights according to observed values, and normalizing such that the sum of squares is k. Feature activation values are continuous, and in order to capture features being active or inactive, a threshold value is employed. Identifying matching or non-matching features is used in selecting features for constructing new composite features, while all features are included for passing activations between features and classification units, as described in Section 5.
When a new composite is created, each child weight is set to the current activation value of the child feature, and the weights normalized such that the square sum is a constant k. By initializing the bias value to −(k − ǫ), the composite is initialized to be active approximately when the conjunction of the child elements are active. The selection ('fitness') value used is based on reinforcement through use, based on the average of a reinforcement value r t at each time step, applied to the feature with the highest predictive value and each its child elements, according to ∆f t = α(r t − f t−1 ). 4 .
The relationships between features and classifications are captured in fully-connected weights between composites and a 'softmax' classification layer. This produces a topology that is not strictly layered, and is necessary due to the self-organizing topology of composite features.
As each feature produces an activation value for each position, the mapping between the composite feature layer and the classification layer is based on a single activation value for each feature, using the maximum value. To perform backpropagation, the position with the highest value in the top-level feature is identified, and the activation value for each child feature relative to this position is used.
Convolutional experiments
The MNIST dataset is based on a set of 70,000 images for training and testing, of size 28x28. Training of our system was performed in two phases, first using the population reinforcement method for creation and selection of features, to develop the network topology, at the same time as applying gradient descent learning. This is the same approach as that used by the gradient descent methods in Section 6. This phase was conducted for 2 × 10 5 instances, to construct the network topology based on the coarse learning technique. Subsequent fine-tuning was conducted with the topology fixed, using only gradient descent to adjust the weights.
Two network structures have been examined. The first uses a large set of 1500 atomic (first level) features and 5000 composites (approx 2 × 10 5 weights total), the second uses 100 atomic features and 10,000 composites (1.4 × 10 5 weights). These configurations are referred to as 1500A-5000C and 100A-10000C respectively. The first network allows a larger number of low level feature maps, while the second relies on the re-use of a limited set of basic features through composition relationships.
The network with a large set of atomic features showed an average error rate of 0.79% (classification errors on each run out of 10,000: 63, 69, 71, 71, 80, 81, 81, 83, 83, 83, 89, 93) , while the small set network showed an average error of 0.86%. A randomly generated topology was also tested for comparison, where the topology was constructed in a similar manner, without using active features for selection, and without removal based on the population selection metric.
The use of a randomly initialized topology showed significant variation in performance, with many runs failing to find a good solution. Of those that were successful, an average error rate of 1.25% was shown. This suggests that in many cases the randomly developed network fails to build a topology that is suitable for allowing subsequent gradient descent learning. The final result for the randomly constructed network is not as accurate as those constructed using the coarse learning method.
Results shown are based on Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) , which provide slightly faster convergence and less processing than logistic units, and introduce a rectification process, a factor which was shown to be important for learning on image domains (Jarrett et al., 2009) . No pre-processing of data has been used, other than to scale inputs with mean zero and σ = 1.
Previous results using standard non-convolutional neural network techniques are typically limited to approximately 1.6% error, while experiments using Restricted Boltzmann Machine based systems have shown an error rate of 0.95%, and 0.79% using Dropout , described as a record for systems without prior knowledge or enhanced training sets. Lower error rates have been shown with systems that use significant pre-processing, or are based on a specific topology, for example 0.6% has been shown using pre-training and sparse feature selection in a convolutional network (Ranzato et al., 2006) , and results as low as 0.21% have been shown using a mix of convolutional methods with the DropConnect operation (Wan et al., 2013) .
The error level shown by the ADN system is similar to that shown by RBM techniques using Dropout, also without the use of enhanced training sets. The results are not directly comparable, as further assumptions have been incorporated into our design, including an assumption of the dimensionality of the input, and the use of convolution. Our system does however introduce less assumptions about the domain than existing Convolutional Neural Networks. The Convolutional Deep Belief Network (Lee et al., 2009 ) provides another approach (0.82% error), where pre-trained features are used in a convolutional architecture, however this approach focuses on the development of low level features that are used by a Support Vector Machine, with a kernel function specialized towards image domains (Grauman and Darrell, 2005) .
The topology used by ADN is self-organizing, and the results shown have not used specific functions common to CNNs, such as pooling and local contrast normalization, which are an important aspect of their success (Jarrett et al., 2009) . Our approach addresses the development of higher level relationships, with very sparse connections between features, identified from observed relationships. There may be further advantages from combining the approach with existing low-level feature discovery methods and pooling and normalization functions.
The depth profile of the network produced by ADN for the three network structures is shown in Figure 9 . This shows that a much flatter network is produced when a larger number of atomic features are available, and greater depth is required to capture features in the 10000C network, requiring further re-use of existing elements. The topology is significantly different to that used in layer-wise fully connected networks, with a vastly lower number of child connections per feature (except for feature-classification connections), while the depth of the network is greater.
Both of the developed networks show a smaller average depth than the randomly constructed network, as a result of a bias for constructing features from co-occurrences of active features, and selective preference towards a shallower network. This may be indicative of a point where addition of specialization features to existing representations produces structures that are not useful and are not reinforced, related to 'terminal features' (Fidler et al., 2008) .
Dropout has been shown to improve performance and generality of ANNs at a cost of increased training time, improving the error rate of a standard feedforward network from 1.6% to about 1.1%. Introducing Dropout into our system led to significantly degraded performance. This may be due to the use of weights initialized to represent conjunction relationships, as inhibited activation of units will lead to greater reduction in activation of parent nodes. Our network captures sparseness through a different mechanism, and as such the random inhibition behaviour of Dropout does not appear to be beneficial.
This experiment has demonstrated that the coarse learning process based on a population creation and selection mechanism, is able to develop a network topology that allows successful behaviour on a well-studied image classification problem. Random initialization of the network produced a topology that was unreliable for supporting subsequent gradient descent learning, while the ADN network consistently produced effective learning. The overall performance demonstrated is in a similar range as established deep neural network techniques, based on an independent learning mechanism.
Conclusions
In this study we have presented the design of a learning technique that combines a coarse learning process, related to evolutionary learning, with gradient descent. The design is motivated by cognitive properties seen in behavioural studies, with the aim of introducing higher level processes into a practical artificial learning technique. The cognitive analogy based on behavioural experiments is intended as basis for guiding design, in contrast with the evolutionary paradigm used by GBML systems. The design is seen as an abstraction of neural-level processes, typically addressed in other artificial neural network systems. The network is constructed as a population of re-used elements, using observed co-occurrences of features as a basis for the development of new features. The network topology is constructed in a guided fashion, rather than being defined a priori. This is important for allowing scalability, as higher level features are constructed using a very sparse set of connections with lower level elements. In contrast, features in designs such as Convolutional Neural Networks are connected to all features in the next lower layer.
In the current ADN network, higher level elements are specializations of lower level ones, introducing additional constraints, and the semantic basis of elements in the network can be recognized. An extension of the design that includes generalization relationships ('or' operators) may be ben-eficial, and allow flexibility, however this has not been currently addressed. When the network is implemented as a discrete system, using atomic operators such as ≥, ≤ and =, the rules that are developed are interpretable, allowing understanding the solutions developed by the system, in contrast to the black-box approach of many artificial neural network and Support Vector Machine systems.
A diverse range of problem domains have been examined, including medical, signal processing and other datasets from the UCI collection (Bache and Lichman, 2013) , Protein Structure Prediction (Stout et al., 2008) , and irregular binary classification problems. Where possible the system has been tested in a basic form, with minimal optimizations that introduce complexity. The basic design has demonstrated top-level behaviour compared with refined GBML approaches and standard machine learning systems, and the ability to operate on fairly large datasets in a scalable manner. When introducing a transfer-learning mechanism similar to that used in (Iqbal et al., 2012) , results comparable with the state-of-the-art is shown on a difficult irregular problem, partly due to the ability of the system to operate on large problems efficiently, along with an effective mechanism for preserving and re-using elements of solutions.
The image classification domain is addressed using a convolutional network of features. Minimal specializations are introduced, and fewer assumptions are used than existing convolutional networks. Other systems have shown higher accuracy, however the level reached by the ADN developed network is in a similar range to established systems, and introduces a novel, general, self-organizing method for developing a topology for the image domain based on re-used features.
The feature network can operate in a discrete manner, where representations are described in a logical form and activation values are discrete, or as a continuous system trained using gradient descent. On some problems such as binary classification problems the discrete system was the most successful, while on others such as protein structure prediction and image classification the gradient descent method was preferred. A critical view is that the system is simply acting either as a logical Learning Classifier-type System or as an artificial neural network, depending on the problem. This is not the case, on the image classification problem the use of gradient descent learning on a randomly initialized network was unreliable, and not as accurate as that trained using the coarse, population-based method. Further, it is possible to allow a gradual transition between a discrete system and a continuous system, by using a separate learning rate for the feature network as for the classification layer, and choosing a value between zero and an appropriate learning rate. This property is unique, allowing a gradual transition between symbolic and gradient learning, either depending on the problem, or according to different stages of training.
This design aims to connect properties seen in a diverse range of cognitive science areas, and to explore the development of a flexible artificial learning design, combining effects that take place on different scales and levels of abstraction.
In a practical sense, the Abstract Deep Network method allows evolutionary-style learning that is effective for finding a good solution in irregular problem domains, allows the re-use of existing features to assist in development of solutions through recombination of parts, and incorporates fine tuning techniques to find precise solutions based on gradient descent.
